Recently it has become possible to query the great diversity of natural antibody repertoires using nextgeneration sequencing (NGS). These methods are capable of producing millions of sequences in a single experiment. Here we compare clinical-stage therapeutic antibodies to the~1b sequences from 60 independent sequencing studies in the Observed Antibody Space database, which includes antibody sequences from NGS analysis of immunoglobulin gene repertoires. Of 242 post-Phase 1 antibodies, we found 16 with sequence identity matches of 95% or better for both heavy and light chains. There are also 54 perfect matches to therapeutic CDR-H3 regions in the NGS outputs, suggesting a nontrivial amount of convergence between naturally observed sequences and those developed artificially. This has potential implications for both the legal protection of commercial antibodies and the discovery of antibody therapeutics.
Introduction
Antibodies are proteins found in jawed vertebrates that recognize noxious molecules (antigens) and aid in their elimination. An organism expresses millions of diverse antibodies to increase the chances that some of them will be able to bind the foreign antigen, initiating the adaptive immune response. This great diversity can now be queried using next-generation sequencing (NGS) of B-cell receptor repertoires, enabling the rapid collection of millions of antibody sequences from any given individual. [1] [2] [3] The increasing volume of such NGS antibody depositions opens opportunities for alternative methods of therapeutic antibody discovery. 4 Deep-learning methods are already being employed to data-mine the antibody repertoire for therapeutics. 5, 6 It is, however, unclear to what degree naturallyoccurring antibodies are similar to those developed for therapeutic purposes. Contrasting therapeutic and naturally occurring antibodies could point to features that make safer biotherapeutics. 7 Such large-scale comparisons could also have strategic implications for the pharmaceutical industry, as the sequence of a protein, such as an antibody, is one of the chief vehicles used to characterize the molecule in a patent. 8, 9 'Naturally occurring' molecules, such as genomic or recombinant DNA, cannot be patented in the USA, 9, 10 raising questions as to what constitutes a 'naturally occurring' sequence for the purposes of legal protection. [11] [12] [13] The large numbers of antibody sequences now becoming publicly available raises the possibility that naturally occurring sequences found via NGS are identical to commercial sequences. 10 This is especially pertinent in the face of large-scale organized efforts to make naturally sourced antibody NGS data 14 and analytics 15, 16 more accessible. 17 Specifically, we recently created the Observed Antibody Space (OAS) database, which curates the NGS antibody data from public archives and makes them available for easy processing. 18 OAS currently holds~1b (~960 m heavy chain and~60 m light chain) sequences from 60 independent studies. These datasets cover multiple organisms (primarily human, mouse, rhesus, rabbit, camel and rat), individuals and immune states. Here, we quantify how closely OAS sequences matched with current clinical stage-therapeutic (CST) antibody sequences.
Results
We used a set of 242 CST antibody sequences, 7 all of which have completed Phase 1 clinical trials. We separately aligned the CST variable regions (VH or VL), combination of the three complementarity-determining regions (CDRs) from VH or VL and CDR-H3s to all the sequences in OAS (see Methods). We performed the search across all organisms, individuals and immune states to be comprehensive and to reflect the myriad antibody types, including fully human, humanized, chimeric or fully mouse. 19 The individual identities of the CSTs with respect to the best match from OAS are given in Figure 1 and Table 1 , and their distributions are plotted in Figure 2 . The aligned sequences are available in the Supplementary Material and on our website http://natur alantibody.com/therapeutics.
Analysis of clinical-stage therapeutic sequence matches to naturally sourced NGS datasets
The best sequence identity matches of CST variable regions to naturally sourced NGS datasets in OAS are given in Figure 1 (a). Ninety (37.1%) CST heavy chains have matches within OAS of ≥ 90% sequence identity (seqID), with 18 (7.4%) ≥ 95% seqID. We find 158 (65.2%) therapeutic light chains with ≥ 90% seqID to an OAS sequence, with 96 (39.7%) ≥ 95% seqID, and 28 (11.5%) with 100% seqID. For 16 (6.6%) of the CSTs, we find both heavy and light chain matches ≥ 95% seqID. In the most extreme case, enfortumab, we were able to find both heavy and light chain matches of 98% seqID (the differences are H38:N-S, H88:S-Y, L37:G-S, L52:F-L, where the first amino acid comes from enfortumab and the second from an OAS sequence).
The largest discrepancy between the CSTs and OAS antibodies is typically concentrated in the CDR regions that determine antigen complementarity. 20 It remains unclear, however, the extent to which the highly mutable CDR loops of engineered therapeutics differ from those that are expressed naturally. We searched for the best CST matches to the CDR regions in OAS. The sequence identity was calculated across the entire CDR region testing if all three CDR lengths matched between the CST and an NGS sequence. The search was performed using the international ImMunoGeneTics information system® (IMGT)-defined CDR triplets from the heavy or light chain, disregarding the framework region (i.e., we concatenated sequences of the CDRH1-3 loops, or CDRL1-3 loops; Table 1 , Figures 1(b) , and 2). We find 46 (19.0%) of CST heavy chain CDR triplets to have matches to an OAS CDR triplet with ≥ 90% seqID, 15 (6.1%) with ≥ 95% seqID and 4 (1.6%) with 100% seqID. There were 156 (64.4%) CST light CDR triplets with ≥ 90% seqID to an OAS CDR triplet, with 110 (45.4%) ≥ 95% seqID, and 90 (37.1%) with 100% seqID. For obiltoxaximab and zanolimumab, we found NGS sequences where all three heavy and light chain CDRs were identical.
Of the six CDRs, CDR-H3 is the most sequence and structurally diverse. 21, 22 Due to its key role in binding, it is subjected to extensive antibody engineering. 23, 24 We checked how likely it is to find CST-derived CDR-H3s in naturally sourced sequences. To assess this, we searched for the best CST CDR-H3 matches in OAS, regardless of the framework region and remaining CDRs (Table 1, Figure 2 ). Of our 242 CST CDR-H3s, we found 54 perfect matches in OAS. The perfect matches tended to be for shorter CDR-H3s, but some longer loops with perfect matches were also found (see Supplementary Section 1). We note that finding such good matches is highly unlikely by chance alone even accounting for sequencing errors, as described in Supplementary Section 1. Twenty-nine perfect matches were found in just one recent deep sequencing study of Briney et al. 3 This study sampled the diversity of the human antibody gene repertoires of 10 individuals on an unprecedented depth. The large proportions of matches from this single study suggest that substantial CDR-H3 diversity can be found in a very limited number of individuals. Forty-seven perfect matches were found in OAS datasets other than that of Briney et al., showing that certain artificial CDR-H3 sequences can be independently observed in naturally sourced NGS. Twenty-two CDR-H3 matches were found in both Briney et al. data and other OAS datasets. These 22 shared sequences come from 9 humanized and 13 fully human CSTs. The 54 perfect CDR-H3 matches were distributed among all antibody types, with 23 humanized, 22 fully human, 8 chimeric and 1 mouse (21.9%, 22.0%, 22.8% and 50.0% of each category, respectively). These results show that, despite the large theoretical sequence space accessible to the CDR-H3 region, 3 therapeutically exploitable CDR-H3 loops are found in just 960 m heavy chain sequences from 60 NGS studies (see Supplementary Section 2). This convergence, coupled with the fact that CDR-H3 loops often mediate antibody specificity 25 and binding affinity, could suggest intrinsically driven biases in antigen recognition, 26 independent of artificial discovery methods.
Stratifying the best CST matches in OAS by antibody type
The quality of the variable region match we could find for any given CST sequence appears to be highly dependent on the discovery platform/antibody type. Figure 3 suggests that Fully human sequences are denoted by blue dots, humanized by green, chimeric by magenta and mouse in red. In small amount of cases where CSTs had the same identity values and different antibody type, we report the antibody type by majority vote of proximal CSTs. The precise alignment values can be found in Table  1 and their distributions in Figures 2 and 3. Interactive versions of these charts are available at http://naturalantibody.com/therapeutics. Table 1 . Best sequence identities of Clinical Stage Therapeutic (CST) antibodies to sequences found in public NGS repositories. Sequence identities are given for the best alignment of a sequence from a public repository to a CST heavy or light chain variable region, heavy or light CDR region or CDR-H3 alone (IMGT-defined antibodies produced via more artificial protocols such as humanization have lower variable region sequence identities to sequences in OAS from those of fully human molecules. For the majority of the fully human sequences we find matches of 90% seqID or better, whereas matches to the majority of humanized molecules fall below 90% seqID ( Figure 3 ). Chimeric antibodies appear to have seqID values intermediate between the two classes ( Figure 3 ). The CST antibody type also reflects the organism that produced the best NGS seqID match. Of the 100 fully human CSTs, the 90 (90.0%) most similar heavy chains, 100 (100.0%) most similar light chains, and 55 (55.0%) most similar CDR-H3 loops come from human-sourced NGS. Of the 105 humanized antibodies, 82 (78.0%) of heavy chains, and 79 (75.2%) of light chains found closest matches in human-sourced NGS, while 71 (67.6%) of the best CDR-H3s matches were identified in mouse-sourced NGS. This further reflects the dominance of CDR-H3 in binding, as companies often graft this loop from binding mouse antibodies to transfer specificity and binding affinity. It also suggests that mining a dataset such as OAS could provide a more accurate measure of antibody 'humanness' than our current metrics. 27, 28 
Discussion
Our results demonstrate that, despite the theoretically large diversity accessible to antibodies, 3, 29 there exists a nontrivial convergence between artificially developed CSTs and naturally sourced NGS sequences. The closest NGS matches to CSTs were sourced from 48 of the 60 (80.0%) independent studies available in OAS, indicating that finding a close match to at least one CST is likely in most NGS datasets.
It was previously suggested that such an overlap could cause issues in patenting therapeutic antibodies. 10 The amount of antibody NGS sequences becoming available creates a larger volume of prior art that might have to be taken into consideration when patenting a novel molecule. Firstly, a molecule's sequence is a primary characteristic in any patent claim, but only in conjunction with a particular binding mode and/or therapeutic action. 8 While NGS studies produce copious numbers of sequences, they do not alone relate them to any target molecule and it is unclear whether eliciting antibodies to vaccines or other delivered immunogens would be regarded as artificial or "naturally occurring". Secondly, the antibody variable region is a product of two polypeptide chains (heavy and light) and its function is intimately related to this combination. Currently, the majority of available NGS datasets report heavy and light chains separately and OAS only contains the unpaired chains. As paired NGS technology becomes more sophisticated, it can be expected to provide a more comprehensive view of the convergence between naturally sourced and artificially developed sequences. 2, 30, 31 Thirdly, artificial nucleotide mutations can be introduced at random to antibody sequences by NGS techniques as well as during DNA sample preparation. 32 Lastly, it is unclear how close a sequence-identity match to a publicly available sequence (or important portion thereof, such as CDR-H3) would cause issues in establishing the inventiveness of a sequence. For instance, only four pairs of CSTs have heavy chain sequence identity matches of greater than 94% to each other (see Supplementary Section 3). In three of the pairs, both sequences originate from the same company while the fourth is the original patent-expired antibody and its derivative. This compares to 18 therapeutic heavy chains with matches to OAS better than 95%. Our findings offer a quantitative basis for discussions regarding patentability of antibodies, 10 and also may have potentially wider implications for therapeutic antibody discovery. Appreciating the relatedness between engineered antibodies and their naturally expressed counterparts should facilitate the selection of better candidate biotherapeutics, assuming that those that are more closely related have more favorable biophysical properties. 7 This assertion could be tested by investigating the covariance of important clinical indicators, such as affinity, immunogenicity and solubility, with measures of similarity to naturally occurring antibodies. Furthermore, bespoke analysis of NGS matches that came from immunized datasets and the corresponding CST targets could shed light on the mechanics of the immune recognition. The close overlap we report between therapeutic and natural sequence space suggests that it should be possible to data-mine naturally sourced NGS repositories for promising therapeutic leads. 4 In light of ongoing efforts to further consolidate antibody NGS data and make it more accessible, it follows that finding therapeutic candidate sequences in published NGS datasets will become easier. 17, 33 
Methods
We used the Observed Antibody Space database as the source of NGS sequences. Since its first release, the database has been expanded by four datasets, most notably the recent deep sequencing of human antibody repertoire by Briney et al., as reported in 2019. 3 We employed the processed consensus sequences from Briney et al., removing any sequences that ANARCI, which is a tool for numbering amino-acid sequences of antibody and T-cell receptor variable domains, deemed were unproductive. 34 All the sequences in OAS originate from studies where the heavy and light chain are separated.
We used the 242 antibodies from Raybould et al. 7 as the source of CST antibodies. We numbered the CST sequences according to the IMGT 35 scheme using ANARCI. 34 The CST sequences were classified into four groups (chimeric, humanized, human, mouse), based on their international nonproprietary names. 20, 36 Sequences with names containing '-xizumab' or '-ximab' were labeled as 'chimeric'. Sequences not matching this criterion but containing 'zumab' in their name were classified as 'humanized'. Sequences that contained only '-umab' in their name were labeled as 'fully human'. Three mouse antibodies (muromonab, abagovomab and racotumomab), were labeled as 'mouse'.
We separately aligned the heavy chain, light chain, the combination of the three heavy or light chains IMGTdefined CDRs and the IMGT-defined CDR-H3 of CSTs to each of the sequences in OAS. 18 We note a match if an IMGT position in a 'query' CST is also found in a 'template' sequence from OAS, and they have the same amino acid residue. For the full sequence alignments, the number of matches is divided by the length of the query and by the length of the template, producing two sequence identities. The final sequence identity is the average between these two. Calculating the sequence identity in this way prevents the scenario when one sequence is a substring of another, creating an artificially high sequence identity with a large length discrepancy. The CDR alignments were performed when the IMGT-defined loop lengths matched. The aligned sequences are available in the supplementary section 4 and through an interactive version of Figure 1 and Table 1 accessible at http:// naturalantibody.com/therapeutics.
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